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Attractions!
1 Tsukigata Kabato Museum
■Address:１２１９ Tsukigata-cho Kabato-gun
■Phone:０１２６-５３-２３９９
■Open：April〜November
■Hours:9：30〜17：00(Admission until 16:30）
■Admission：Adults 300yen,High-school student
and University 150yen,Children 100yen
■The national prison Kabato Shuchikan was
the ﬁrst prison built in Hokkaido and the third
build in Japan. It has now been converted into
a museum showing a wide variety of exhibits
dramatically depicting its 39-year history
from its opening to its closing.

2

Domin no Mori Information Center
■Address:Aoyama Tobetsu-cho Ishikari-gun
■Phone:0133ｰ22ｰ3911
■Open：５/１〜10/３１
■Hours:9:30〜16:30
■This expansive area of 1,200 hectares straddles
Tobetsu‒cho and Tsukigata-cho. It is divided into
six areas. People can stay overnight here and also
engage in a variety of leisure, sports, cultural, and
reforestation activities. In the Information Square,
there is Fukuro-no-Toilet .
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Yokubari Kokko

■Address:77 Aoyama Tobetsu-cho Ishikari-gun
■Phone:0133-27-2425
■Hours:11：00〜14：00
（Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays 11：00〜15：00）
Farmer 's market 9：00〜16：00
■Closed:Monday（If the next day is a holiday）,
Early November〜Late March
■Processed foods using fresh eggs and
chicken directly from its farm are on sale.
Besides these, the adjacent restaurant also
sells ramen and chicken & egg Rice bowl.

Footpath
Iwamizawa

http://www.sorachi.pref.hokkaido.lg.jp/ts/tss/
soracchi/shimachi/iwamizawa/iwamizawa.htm#b026
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7 Shinshinotsu Hot Spring Tappu no Yu

Tsuji no Kura

■Address:118 Koumachi Tobetsu-cho Ishikari-gun
■Phone:0133-23-2871
■Hours:10：00〜17：00
■Closed:New Year s holidays
■At this shop, selected farm items produced in
Tobetsu-cho are sold. They have a variety of original
items, including soy-bean curd and soy-milk soft ice cream
made from local soy beans, as well as beef and chicken
products, rice cakes, and sweet rice cakes on skewers.
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■Address:45-2 Shinshinotsu-mura Ishikari-gun
■Phone:０１２６-５８-３１６６
■Open：１０：００〜２３：００
■Closed:Third Monday（If holiday, a holiday the next
day transfer）※July to September Open all
■Fees:Adults 600 yen,Children 3００ yen
■This hot spring oﬀers both day bathing and
overnight lodging. From its open-air bath, Lake
Shinotsuko can be seen. At this facility, a variety
of activities are available, including park golﬁng,
camping, cruising, and farm produce picking.

Tedukuri Kobo Bakery

■Address:46-11 Shinshinotsu-mura Ishikari-gun
■Phone:0126-57-2272
■Hours:11：00〜16：00
(Closed as soon as sold out)
■Closed:Sunday,Holidays
■Hokkaido wheat and local eggs,
Bakery using Good material.

8 Shinshinotsu Hot Spring Iris

■Address:45-3 Shinshinotsu-mura Ishikari-gun
■Phone:0126-58-3371
■Hours:10：00〜21：30(21:00 Reception)
■Closed:Second Monday in March, June,
September and December(If holiday, a holiday the
next day transfer）※July to September Open all
■Fees:Adults 400 yen,Children ２００ yen
■This natural hot spring is famed for its natural
surroundings and abundant water supply. The water
contains sodium and is especially eﬀective for neuralgia,
muscle strains, and stiﬀ shoulders.The open-air bath on the
rooftop commands a spectacular view of Lake Shinotsu.

6 Roadside Station Shinshinotsu
■Address:45-2 Shinshinotsu-mura Ishikari-gun
■Phone:0126-58-3166
■Hours:10：00〜23：00
■Closed:Third Monday（If holiday, a holiday the
next day transfer）※July to September Open all
■Shinotsu Park and Lake Shinotsu are located nearby. At

Hatake no Annaijo in this conveniently located facility, you
can make reservations for farm produce-picking experience
programs.The restaurant Momi-no-Ki serves dishes cooked
with local produce. Among them, Tappu no Shiki Zen
(Seasonal dishes in Tappu) and Marugoto (whole) Tomato
Soup Curry are popular.
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Restaurant Ikuya

■Address:47-11 Shinshinotsu-mura Ishikari-gun
■Phone:0126-57-2928
■Hours:11：00〜21：00（LO 20：30）
■Closed:Sunday,Holidays
■This restaurant is loved by many people for its home-cooked style
dishes. They oﬀer a wide range of dishes from noodles to rice dishes.
The motsu-nabe (organ meat hot pot) using their special miso sauce is
just exquisite!

Footpath
Tukigata

http://www.sorachi.pref.hokkaido.lg.jp/ts/tss/
soracchi/shimachi/tukigata/tukigata.htm#q026

Footpath
Bibai

http://www.sorachi.pref.hokkaido.lg.jp/ts/tss/
soracchi/shimachi/bibai/bibai.htm#c026

